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On the genetic diversity of
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Mediterranean Sea
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The sustainable management and conservation of deep-sea species may be
hampered by the paucity of data on their population structure and connectivity,
in the face of ever-increasing fisheries pressure and other forms of impacts
on deep-sea ecosystems. The rabbit fish, Chimaera monstrosa, is a deep-sea
cartilaginous fish, reported worldwide in the past, but currently distributed only
in the North-Eastern Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. It is currently
experiencing high levels of mortality associated with by-catch. Its slow growth,
low fecundity and late maturity make this species particularly vulnerable to
anthropogenic impact, although little is known about processes of connectivity
between ecoregions. This study utilized DNA sequencing of the mitochondrial
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) gene to investigate the population
structure and demography of C. monstrosa both at the small (around the
coasts of Sardinia, western Mediterranean Sea) and at larger spatial scales
(at the pan-Mediterranean level, and between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea). A total of 100 new sequences were obtained from
specimens of Mediterranean origin, identifying 15 new haplotypes out of the 30
known so far for the species. Evidence of feeble but significant di�erentiation
was detected among locations within the Tyrrhenian basin. Bayesian clustering
analyses indicated the occurrence of three distinct haplogroups: the most
common spread all over the Mediterranean, and the other two limited to the
Western basin. Greater levels of genetic di�erentiation were found between the
Atlantic and Mediterranean populations which constituted two main genetic
clusters, with no shared haplotypes. The two populations became separated at
the end of the Middle Pleistocene, with a clear sign of demographic expansion
during the same period. The rabbit fish constitutes an important exception to
a general paradigm of deep-sea species being connected by high levels of
gene flow and such results could be useful to implement current management
strategies to conserve this vulnerable by-caught species.
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1 Introduction

In fishery management, sustainable exploitation and

conservation rely on a solid understanding of connectivity

and population structure, thus allowing the proper identification

of genetically isolated populations and stocks (1). Over the last

decades, genetic techniques have been widely used to study

population differentiation in marine fishes and thus improving

our knowledge of many ecological processes driving population

dynamics. So far, most of these studies have focused on coastal

pelagic species, given their commercial value and the easiness of

sampling, leaving the deeper ones less studied. However, since

1970′s, the fishing pressure on deep-sea stocks has been increasing,

with the depth at which fisheries operate increasing by 65m per

decade (2, 3). Despite the increasing anthropogenic stressors on

the deep ocean, including climate change, ocean acidification,

noise, pollution and chemical spills (4), there is still a paucity

of data for deep-sea species. Thus, it becomes crucial to better

understand biology, ecology, population structure and dynamics

of these fish stocks, and whether they are directly exploited

or caught as bycatch. A glaring example are elasmobranchs

(Class Chondrichthyes, subclass Elasmobranchii) which play an

important role in the deep sea as top predators and are particularly

vulnerable to impacts due to their life-history strategies such as

low lifetime fecundities, slow growth rates, late age at maturity

and high longevities (5). Even worse is the lack of information

for the second class of cartilaginous fishes, the chimaeras (Class

Chondrichthyes, subclass Holocephali) that are still regarded as

one of the most mysterious groups in the deep sea for which very

few data are available. In particular, Chimaera monstrosa Linnaeus

1758, known as rabbit fish, has been a recognized species for a

long time, but our knowledge regarding its ecology, behavior

and population structure is still scant (6). The species has been

reported worldwide in the past but nowadays its distribution is

restricted to the north-eastern Atlantic Ocean (from northern

Norway to Morocco) and Mediterranean Sea. The rabbit fish is

a deep-sea species that occurs mainly in sandy bottoms from

300 to 800m depth, but it may be found deeper than 1,500m

especially in the Mediterranean Sea (7). Like other holocephalans,

the rabbit fish is a long-lived species with slow growth and delayed

reproduction (8, 9). Its distribution overlaps with areas of intense

fishing activity, and thus it is frequently captured as bycatch but

generally discarded because it has no commercial value (10, 11).

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species has classified the

rabbit fish as a “near threatened” species in the Mediterranean

Sea (12) and as “vulnerable” in the Atlantic Ocean (13). However,

despite the decreasing population trend, only few conservation

actions are currently being implemented (13). For instance, the

Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission included this species

in the list of the deep-sea chondrichthyans whose fishing is

prohibited. Whereas, in the Mediterranean Sea there are no

specific regulations for the species, but it is somehow protected in

part of its bathymetric range, given that since 2005 the General

Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean has been enforcing

the prohibition of bottom trawling at depths >1,000 m.

To ensure the sustainable management and conservation of

chimaeras into the future, there is an urgent need to understand

more about their genetic diversity. Previous analyses on deep-

sea fishes reported little evidence of population structure, with

gene flow occurring at the largest oceanic distances evaluated, thus

supporting the paradigm of high connectivity in the deep ocean

(14–18). Conversely, a few recent studies on other deep-sea species

found differences between the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean

Sea (19, 20), including for C. monstrosa (6).

This study aims to complement and compare the genetic data

obtained in a previous paper (6) on the rabbit fish using the same

mitochondrial gene, cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI), but

implementing a denser sampling in the Mediterranean Sea. With

respect to the previous study, new individuals from Tyrrhenian

Sea, Ionian Sea and also the Atlantic Ocean were included in the

analyses, allowing for a relatively extensive investigation of genetic

structure both at a smaller (i.e., around the coast of Sardinia,

western Mediterranean Sea) and at a larger spatial scale (i.e., at

the pan-Mediterranean level, and between the Atlantic and the

Mediterranean Sea). We tested whether the two stocks suggested by

Catarino et al. (6), namelyMediterranean and Atlantic populations,

are supported by our results, which are based on the analyses of

a number of sequences more than three times higher than those

previously available. We evaluated the spatial genetic structure

and the demographic history of populations, thus improving the

knowledge of C. monstrosa for its appropriate management and

conservation. The new genetic data represent the main strength of

the study, as they guarantee a reference point for futuremonitoring.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Dataset

A total of 139 samples of Chimaera monstrosa were included

in the present study: 121 from the Mediterranean Sea and

18 from the Atlantic Ocean. Specimens came from a total

of 18 localities in the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean

covering most of the distribution range of the species (Table 1,

Supplementary Figure S1). More in detail, 100 sequences were

produced de novo in this study from individuals collected in

the Western Mediterranean Sea (Sardinia) from 2009 to 2022,

during commercial or scientific trawl surveys that aimed at

monitoring the state of the halieutic resources for management

purposes (Supplementary Table S1). Whereas 39 sequences had

been downloaded from public databases (Supplementary Table S2):

21 sequences from the Mediterranean Sea, 12 sequences from

North Atlantic Ocean, and 6 sequences from the North Sea.

2.2 Mitochondrial DNA sequencing and
data analysis

A small piece of tissue from each of the 100 sampled

individuals was removed and preserved in 95% ethanol for

further genetic analyses. Total genomic DNA was extracted using

a commercial kit (Invitrogen PureLink R© kit), according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. The extracted genomic DNA was

checked for quality/quantity by running 5 µl of the solution with
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TABLE 1 C. monstrosa populations sampled from the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea.

Region Subregion Population Code N References

Atlantic Ocean North Atlantic (NA) Portugal, Faro POR 7 (21, 22)

France FRA 3 (23)

Ireland IRE 1 (23)

Iceland ICE 1 (24)

North Sea (NS) Norway NOR 3 Unpublished

Denmark DEN 1 (25)

Sweden SWE 2 (26)

Mediterranean Sea Western Mediterranean (WM) Algeria ALG 2 (27)

Spain, Barcelona BAR 1 (6)

Italy, Tuscany TYR 5 (28)

Italy, Sardinia NE NE 16 Present study

Italy, Sardinia SW SW 28 Present study/(28)

Italy, Sardinia SE SE 37 Present study

Italy, Sardinia

South

SS 21 Present study

Central-Eastern Mediterranean

(CEM)

Italy, Sicily Channel SIC 4 (28)

Italy, Sicily IOS 1 (6)

Italy, Apulia ION 5 (28)

Israel ISR 1 Unpublished

The first three columns specify the Region, Subregion, population of origin of the samples. Code= abbreviation used in text (Figures and Tables), N, number of sequences analyzed. References

= original paper (when available) where the sequences firstly appeared. Further details are in Supplementary Table S2.

1 µl loading dye on 1% agarose/1× TBE gel stained with Syber

Safe (0.5 µg ml−1). The cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI)

region from the mitochondrial DNA was amplified by PCR using

the Fish-F2 and Fish-R2 primers (29). The thermal cycle profile

started with an initial denaturation of 2min at 94◦C, followed

by 35 cycles: denaturation for 30 s at 94◦C, annealing for 1min

at 50◦C, extension for 1min 35 s at 72◦C and a final extension

of 7min at 72◦C. Negative controls consisting of a template-free

mix were run to detect any DNA contamination. Amplicons were

visualized using electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel to evaluate the

integrity of the products and were then sequenced by Macrogen

Inc., The Netherlands.

2.3 Genetic diversity and population
structure

The Clustal W algorithm (30) implemented in MEGA v10 (31)

was used to align the 100 newly obtained sequences. Additionally,

39 sequences of C. monstrosa available at the Barcoding of

Life [BOLD; (32)] and at National Centre for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) databases were downloaded and added to the

alignment. This extended the dataset to a total of 139 sequences.

Based on the sampling localities, COI sequences were

grouped in two geographical regions: Atlantic (AT) and

Mediterranean (MED). Furthermore, the AT included two

subregions: North Sea (NS) and North Atlantic (NA), while MED

included Western Mediterranean (WM) and Central-Eastern

Mediterranean (CEM).

Default parameters were utilized for all software unless

explicitly specified otherwise. Number of polymorphic sites (S),

number of haplotypes (Ha), haplotype diversity (Hd), nucleotide

diversity (π) and relative standard deviations (SD) were obtained

using DNAsp v. 6.1 software (33), and calculated for each

population with at least more than five individuals, each subregion

and the two main geographic regions. The relationships among

haplotypes were investigated by the TCS method [named after

Templeton et al. (34) and fully described in Clement et al. (35)],

using the PopART v 1.7 software for building the network of

haplotypes (36).

The software Bayesian Analysis of Population Structure (BAPS)

v.6.0 (37) was employed to identify existing differentiated genetic

groups (haplogroups or “clusters”). BAPS was run using the

method of “clustering for linked loci”, a codon model with five

independent runs, and setting the maximum number of clusters

(K) to 12. The BAPS haplogroups were visualized as pie charts

on a map using GENGIS 2.5.3 (38). The European coastline

shapefile used to produce the maps was downloaded from the

EEA website (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/eea-

coastline-for-analysis-1/gis-data/europe-coastline-shapefile).

The occurrence of population structuring was investigated with

the Analysis ofMolecular Variance (AMOVA) in Arlequin v3.5 (39)
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using the Tamura and Nei distances [TN93, (40)]. In particular,

TN93 is the closest model implemented in Arlequin to the optimal

evolutionary model for the whole dataset (TN93+I; Tamura and

Nei distances+ Invariant Sites), and for the Mediterranean and the

Sardinian dataset (HKY, Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano), as selected by

the software jMODELTEST version 2.1.10 (41, 42). The significance

of fixation indices values was computed by a non-parametric

permutation procedure with 10,000 generations. The software

Arlequin was also used to estimate pairwise Fixation Indices

(Φst) based on nucleotide differences between all the populations.

The values were calculated from sequence divergences using

the model outlined above. Pairwise genetic differentiation was

estimated throughΦst values after 10,000 permutations. In pairwise

comparisons, the probability values were adjusted for multiple

tests using the Bon-EV method (43) as included in the software

Myriads v1.1 (44). The obtained Φst matrix will be also graphically

represented using R packages: “XML” v3.99-0.1 (45), “ v0.92 (46),

“magrittr” v2.0.3 (47), and “dplyr” v1.1.2 (48).

To infer the spatial genetic structure of C. monstrosa, the

number and the composition of panmictic groups, as well as

the spatial boundaries among them were estimated using a

Bayesian model computed with GENELAND v. 2.0.0 (49) in the

R environment [v. 4.2.3; (50)], for both the whole dataset and

only for the Mediterranean Sea. The best association of localities

was estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

procedure including genetic and geographic information following

(48). Analyses were run using 5× 106 MCMCgenerations, sampled

each 1,000 steps, with K varying from 1 to 18. The posterior

probability of population membership was computed for each pixel

of the spatial domain (300 × 300 pixels), using a burn-in of

200 generations.

2.4 Demographic analyses

To infer the demographic history of populations, we applied

different approaches. Firstly, we used neutrality tests to detect

departures from the null hypothesis of neutrality. Actually, very

different kinds of evolutionary processes, such as selective events

or demographic changes, can produce similar deviations. However,

in biogeographic studies these departures are often interpreted

in terms of historical shifts in effective population sizes (51). In

particular, we used two distinct tests (52): the Class I Tajima’s D (53),

that uses information on the mutation frequency and the Class II

Fu’s Fs test (54) which is based on information from the haplotype

distribution. Class I statistics could be appropriate to distinguish

population growth from constant size populations because the

former generates an excess of mutations in external branches of

the genealogy and therefore an excess of singletons. Among Class

II statistics, Fu’s Fs has been proved to be powerful for detecting

expansions (55). Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs parameters (both expected

to be equal to zero under the hypothesis of selective neutrality

and population equilibrium) were assessed as implemented in

Arlequin, and their significance levels were calculated by generating

1,000 random samples. Significant negative D and Fs values

can be interpreted as signatures of population expansion. In

Arlequin, population expansion was further tested by examining T
A
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FIGURE 1

TSC network showing the relationships among the recorded haplotypes of C. monstrosa. Circles representing haplotypes are scaled to their
frequencies. Each line represents one mutational step. The asterisk indicates haplotypes described in Catarino et al. (6).

the agreement between the observed and the expected frequency

distribution with Harpending’s raggedness index [Hri; (56)] and

sum of squared deviations [SSD; (56)] for the sudden demographic

and spatial expansionmodels. All the analyses have been performed

for each region, subregion, and population with >5 individuals.

Secondly, since neutrality tests can fail to make full use of

historical demographic signals imprinted in the DNA (51), we

also applied Bayesian Skyline plots (BSP) (57) to reconstruct

historical population sizes with information contained in haplotype

genealogies, as implemented in BEAST ver. 1.10.4 (58). BSP plots

were generated for Mediterranean and Atlantic populations. For

the analysis we used the best-fit nucleotide substitution models

selected based on decision theory and Bayesian information

criterion analyzed by jMODELTEST version 2.1.10: the models

were TN93 for the Mediterranean Sea and HKY for the Atlantic

Ocean. A strict molecular clock and a coalescent Bayesian skyline

tree process were chosen as priors. In the case of the Mediterranean

Sea, two MCMC were run for 1 × 109 generations, sampling every

500,000 steps, whereas for the Atlantic Ocean the two MCMC were

run for 360 × 106 generations, sampling every 500,000 steps. For

each run, the first 10% generations were discarded as burn-in, and

LogCombiner v. 1.10.4 (58) was used to combine the replicates.

TRACER v 1.7.2 (59) was used to check convergence by measuring

Effective Sample Sizes (ESS) of all parameters (ESS > 200 for each

group) and to calculate themean value, the upper and lower bounds

of the 95% highest posterior density interval of effective population

sizes, and to draw skyline plots.

The time since expansion event was calculated based on the

expansion parameter tau (τ ), estimated with Arlequin 3.5, using

the formula t = τ /2u, where t is the time since expansion

(in generations) and u is the cumulative evolutionary rate per

generation for all the sequences analyzed (60). The value of the

evolutionary rate u is derived from the formula u = µkg, where

µ is the evolutionary rate (substitutions per site per year), k is

the sequence length and g is the generation time in years (61).

To calculate the expansion time in years, t is multiplied by the

generation time of the species studied (62). Since no estimations

of molecular clock are available so far for Holocephali, the time of

the most recent expansion was investigated by using both a specific

clock for elasmobranchs (7.8× 10−9) and a general molecular clock

for control region of fish (1.8× 10−8) (6, 63). We used a generation

time of 11 years for our species (64).

In addition, as in Catarino et al. (6), we used BEAST ver

1.10.4 to estimate the divergence time between Mediterranean

and Atlantic populations with a time calibrated phylogeny

reconstruction, by applying the same mutation rates, the TN93+I

substitution model, the strict molecular clock, and the Yule process

of speciation (65). The phylogeny was estimated running three

independent chains of 50 × 106 generations sampled every 5,000

steps. The adequacy of sampling (ESS > 200) and the convergence

of the model were verified with TRACER v 1.7.2, then the

replications were combined with LogCombiner 1.10.4 discarding

the first 10% generations of each run as burn-in. TreeAnnotator

v1.10.4 (58) was used to calculate a maximum clade credibility

tree, median values of divergence times, posterior probabilities

and bounds for the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) interval.

Finally, FigTree v1.4.4 (66) was used to visualize the resulting tree,

the means and 95% HPD interval (trees not shown).
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FIGURE 2

Geographical distribution of haplotypes (A) and of BAPS haplogroups (B) in the CW Mediterranean Sea. Pies represent with di�erent colors
haplotypes frequencies (A) and haplogroup frequencies (B). Chart size is drawn proportionally to the number of sequences in each location. On the
right of each map are the legends for the haplotype codes (A) and haplogroup (B).

3 Results

3.1 Genetic diversity and population
structure

The analysis of the new 100 mt-DNA COI sequences, 643

base pairs (bp) long, revealed 21 polymorphic sites, 12 of which

parsimony informative. The 20 haplotypes were deposited in

GenBank under the following accession number: OR751940–

OR751959. On average, medium/high values were measured for

the haplotype diversity (Hd=0.666±0.0530) and low values for

the nucleotide diversity (π = 0.00181 ± 0.00026). The highest

haplotype and nucleotide diversities were found in SE followed

by NE, while the lowest in SW (Supplementary Table S3). The

AMOVA analysis indicates the existence of an overall significant

genetic differentiation among the Sardinian populations (8st =

0.04358, p < 0.01).

The combination of the new and public sequences resulted in

a final alignment with a length of 596 bp, made of 139 sequences,

121 of which from the Mediterranean Sea. A total of 30 haplotypes

were found, with an average haplotype and nucleotide diversities of

0.723 ± 0.042 and 0.00341 ± 0.00038, respectively (Table 2). After

calculating genetic diversity indices for the two main geographic

areas (i.e., Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea), it becomes

evident that theMediterranean Sea had on average a higher number

of haplotypes (30) but lower haplotype and nucleotide diversities

(Hd = 0.638 ± 0.05 and π = 0.00187 ± 0.00026) in comparison

to the Atlantic Ocean (8 haplotypes, Hd = 0.817 ± 0.073 and π =

0.00293± 0.00068; Table 2).

The TCS haplotype network (Figure 1) revealed that specimens

coming from the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean did

not share any haplotype. It is a sort of “Complex Star” network

(sensu 58) in which there are a few high-frequency haplotypes

and connections: among the 30 haplotypes, the majority were

singletons, i.e., present only in one individual, but 11 haplotypes

were shared by >2 individuals. The most frequent haplotype in

the Atlantic was Hap_21, shared by 7 individuals (5 %) collected

in France, Portugal, and Sweden (Supplementary Figure S1).
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TABLE 3 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA).

Source of
variation

Percentage
of variation

Fixation
Index

p-value

One group (all samples)

Among populations 48.92 8st = 0.48921 ∗∗∗

Within populations 51.08

Two groups (Atlantic Ocean vs. Mediterranean Sea)

Among groups 75.5 8ct = 0.75504 ∗∗∗

Among populations 1.69 8sc = 0.06908 ns

Within populations 22.8 8st = 0.77196 ∗∗∗

One group (only Mediterranean)

Among populations 3.62 8st = 0.03622 ns

Within populations 96.38

One group (only Sardinia)

Among populations 4.36 8st = 0.04358 ∗∗

Within populations 95.64

∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

On the other hand, a high frequency haplotype (Hap_1) was

shared by 72 CW Mediterranean individuals (corresponding

to the 52%), coming from the Ionian Sea, Sicily Channel,

Tyrrhenian Sea, Sardinia, Algeria, and Barcelona (Figure 2A).

This dominant high frequency haplotype, positioned at the

center of the network, is thought to be the ancestral haplotype.

Similarly, it is worthy to highlight the occurrence of a haplotype

(Hap_20) shared among individuals coming from very distant

locations, such as Israel (E Mediterranean), Sicily Channel

(Central Mediterranean) and Sardinia (W Mediterranean). On the

contrary, a few haplotypes seem to be more localized; for instance,

Hap_10 was present only in the Western Mediterranean,

particularly abundant in the north Tyrrhenian locations

(i.e., TYR, NE). These additional haplotypes are linked to

the dominant haplotype by a single (or a few) mutational

step(s), suggesting they are the product of recent mutation

events (67).

The one-way AMOVA tests indicated the existence of

significant genetic differentiation among all populations and

between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean (Table 3). The

pairwise fixation indices showed that the Atlantic specimens were

genetically separated from all the Mediterranean ones with high,

significant, 8st values (Figure 3). Within the Mediterranean, only

NE was feebly but significantly differentiated from other locations

(Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S3).

Bayesian models computed with GENELAND on the whole

dataset detected two main clusters (K = 2, Figures 4A, B): cluster

A included individuals from the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 4C), while

cluster B grouped all the Mediterranean individuals (Figure 4D).

The same analysis performed separately for the Mediterranean Sea

populations highlighted the existence of only one main cluster in

the basin.

On the contrary, the BAPS analysis indicated three as

the most probable number of distinct haplogroups (groups of

FIGURE 3

Graphic representation of the matrix depicting pairwise 8st distances
between Sardinian locations. Colors representing genetic distances
are defined on the scale at the right of the figure. Abbreviations are
as defined in the text and in Table 1. Below the diagonal, the areas of
squares show the absolute value of the corresponding 8st value.
Above the diagonal, the 8st values are shown. **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.

haplotypes). All the Atlantic specimens were assigned together

in the first cluster (K1, in red in Supplementary Figure S2). The

second cluster (K2, in blue in Supplementary Figure S2, Figure 2B)

grouped most of the Mediterranean specimens apart from a

few, from Algeria and SE, that were assigned to a distinct third

cluster (K3, in yellow in Supplementary Figure S2, Figure 2B).

K3 individuals possessed haplotypes (Hap15+Hap19+Hap25)

that in the network were the closest to the Atlantic ones

(Figure 1).

After removing the divergent Atlantic specimens, the

BAPS analysis allowed retrieving a further subdivision

within the Mediterranean Sea with a fourth cluster (K4,

in green in Figure 2B), corresponding to an additional

cluster of W Mediterranean individuals with haplotypes

(Hap2+Hpa3+Hap7+Hap10+Hap14) strictly connected in

the TCS network to K3 haplotypes.

3.2 Demographic analyses

The neutrality tests provided evidence of departure from

mutation-drift equilibrium, since all the tests (Tajima’s D and

Fu’s Fs tests) recorded significant negative values for the

overall population and the two geographic groups (i.e., Atlantic

Ocean, Mediterranean Sea; Table 2). Considering each Sardinian

population, all of them seemed to have experienced a recent

population expansion (Supplementary Table S3).

The population demographic history of the Mediterranean

Sea and Atlantic Ocean was reconstructed also applying the BSP

analysis (Figure 5), which confirmed the population expansion

events detected by the neutrality tests, the sum of squared

deviations (SSD) and the Harpending’s Raggedness Index (Table 2).

In particular, the Mediterranean population showed an increase
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FIGURE 4

Spatial Bayesian genetic clustering analyses conducted in GENELAND for the rabbit fish (C. monstrosa) in the Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean. (A)
Number of clusters estimated in GENELAND, K = 2 presents the highest density. (B) Map of estimated posterior probability of population membership
(by posterior mode) showing K = 2 clusters for the grey area (Atlantic Ocean) and for the green area (Mediterranean Sea). (C, D) Maps of the
membership posterior probability to the two genetic clusters based on the Geneland analyses. Black dots indicate the relative positions of the
sampled populations. The posterior probability isoclines denote the extent of genetic landscapes. Darker and lighter shading are proportional to
posterior probabilities of membership in clusters, with lighter (yellow) areas showing the highest probabilities of clusters. Numbers on x and y-axes
are longitude and latitude coordinates, respectively.

in population size over time, with a clear sign of demographic

expansion at a certain time in the past.

Time since expansion event (in years) was calculated using the

formula t = τ /2 µkg (Table 4). Based on the faster fish control

region mutation rate (1.8 × 10−8), the timing of expansion of

Mediterranean populations was dated to approximately 17.000 –

72.000 B.P., whereas it was dated to around 39.000–167.000 B.P.

when using the slower mean mutation rate for elasmobranchs

(7.8 × 10−9). For Atlantic populations, when applying the faster

molecular clock, the expansion was estimated to have occurred at

about 27.000–182.000 B.P., while it was estimated at approximately

62.000–420.000 B.P. when using the slower molecular clock.

The phylogenetic reconstruction with BEAST allowed

estimating the time of divergence between Mediterranean

and Atlantic populations. When applying the faster fish

control region mutation rate, the estimated separation

between the two populations occurred at about 147.370 B.P.

(HPD = 80.480–206.743 B.P.), whereas using elasmobranch

mutation rates the split was estimated at 336.837 B.P. (HPD =

188.077–473.796 B.P.).

4 Discussion

The deep-sea rabbit fish Chimaera monstrosa is an important

part of the bycatch in both the Atlantic Ocean and the

Mediterranean Sea, but its populations are currently decreasing. An

effectivemanagement strategy requires a detailedmanagement plan

which in turn is based on updated information about population

biology, ecology, and genetics. In this study, the population

genetic structure of the rabbit fish was assessed at different spatial

scales using mitochondrial DNA. The new data acquired here

complement the information obtained in a previous study on

the population structure of C. monstrosa (6), performed with

the same genetic marker, but on a lower number of individuals

sampled in a stricter geographical coverage. Catarino et al. (6),

found a marked genetic heterogeneity between Atlantic Ocean

and Mediterranean Sea rabbit fish populations which should be

considered as two independent evolutionary units and managed

accordingly. However, the authors called for further investigations

using a more intensive sampling design in a broader geographical

context. This has been implemented in the current study, where we
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FIGURE 5

Bayesian Skyline Plots showing changes in e�ective population size (expressed as e�ective population size multiplied per generation time) over time
(measured in mutations per site) for the Mediterranean Sea (A) and Atlantic Ocean (B) populations. The thick solid line depicts the median estimate,
and the shaded area represents the highest 95 % posterior density intervals.

TABLE 4 The time of the most recent expansion, estimated separately for Mediterranean and Atlantic populations of C. monstrosa, based on the sudden

demographic and spatial expansion models for two di�erent mutation rates with 95% CI values.

Groups Sudden Expansion Model Spatial Expansion Model

Tau (τ );
Est. val.
(95% CI)

Evolutionary rate
per site per year (µ)

Tau (τ )
Est. val.
(95% CI)

Evolutionary rate
per site per year (µ)

1.8 × 10−8 7.8 × 10−9 1.8 × 10−8 7.8 × 10−9

Expansion time (years) Expansion time (years)

Mean (95% CI) Mean (95% CI)

Mediterranean Sea 0.95 (0.45–1.56) 44.277

(20.973–72.707)

102.177

(48.400–167.785)

0.99 (0.37–1.37) 46.141

(17.245–63.852)

106.479

(39.795–147.350)

Atlantic Ocean 1.71 (0.72–3.47) 79.698

(33.557–161.726)

183.918

(77.439–373.214)

1.07 (0.58–3.91) 49.870

(27.032–182.233)

115.084

(62.382–420.539)
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analyzed more than >100 new COI sequences, newly obtained in

this study or retrieved from public repositories.

Overall, we found a total of 30 haplotypes, of which

half (15) were new to science. None of these was shared

between the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean. Compared

to the previous study on C. monstrosa (6), we report a higher

number of haplotypes, nucleotide and haplotype diversity for the

Mediterranean Sea, although this could be probably related to the

higher sampling effort for this basin. Despite the larger sapling

effort, Mediterranean populations, taken as a whole, presented a

lower intraspecific genetic variation in comparison to the Atlantic

ones, as measured by two main genetic diversity indices: haplotype

and nucleotide diversities (Table 2). The lower values observed in

the Mediterranean could be explained both by biological factors as

well as methodological issues. In particular, when the sampling is

not optimal, this is a well-known factor that can bias the estimates

(68). The disparities between the two areas can be due to differences

in the evolutionary history of the two basins, such as the result

of a genetic drift in some Atlantic areas due to the past and

current isolation, but it could also support the hypothesis of a

Mediterranean colonization from an ancestral Atlantic one (69).

However, the best explanation is probably the very low number of

sampled Atlantic individuals that could have artificially inflated Hd

and π estimates as described by Goodall-Copestake et al. (68). Due

to the limited sampling effort in the Atlantic Ocean and the uneven

distribution of samples in the Mediterranean, further studies are

needed to confirm and clarify this outcome.

Even if caution is needed in interpreting the data from the

Mediterranean Sea for the over mentioned reasons, our results

seem indicate the lack of strong spatial genetic structuring in C.

monstrosa within the region. It might be worth to underline the

presence of shared haplotypes between Algeria and Sardinia SE

as well as between Israel, Sicily Channel and Sardinia SW, which

could suggest a high connectivity in the deep. In the Mediterranean

Sea, indications of population connectivity were also supported by

the non-significant 8st pairwise values between different samples,

with very few exceptions involving the north Tyrrhenian area.

Similarly, previous investigations of population structure in other

deep-sea species, such as the gulper shark [Centrophorus squamosus

(16)], the Portuguese dogfish [Centroscymnus coelolepis (19, 70)],

the long-nosed velvet dogfish [Centroscymnus crepidater; (14)],

the velvet belly lanternshark [Etmopterus spinax; (20)] have not

identified any evidence of strong significant differentiation at the

intra-oceanic scale.

Nevertheless, BAPS analyses pointed out the occurrence of

heterogeneity within the Western Mediterranean basin. Two

different genetic haplogroups were identified, restricted to the

Algerian and the Tyrrhenian basins. Unfortunately, the available

sequences from these areas are currently very few, and it would be

useful to collect more individuals from these under-sampled areas.

In particular, the Algerian area is worthy of additional investigation

to evaluate if it could represent a transitional area between the

Atlantic and the rest of the Mediterranean Sea, and in general to

describe in detail the direction of migrants and gene flow within

the Mediterranean basin.

Significant genetic divergences were measured between the

Atlantic and the Mediterranean seas. This has been clearly shown

by GENELAND outputs, the pairwise 8st comparisons, and by the

AMOVA analyses which revealed a significant high (76%) amount

of the total variation partitioned between ocean basins. Similarly,

significant population differentiation between the Mediterranean

Sea and the adjacent north-eastern Atlantic has been described in

previous studies, using both nuclear and mitochondrial markers,

for the thornback ray R. clavata (71–74), the longnose skate

D. oxyrinchus (75), the small-spotted catshark S. canicula (76–

79), the Portuguese dogfish Centroscymnus coelolepis Barbosa du

Bocage and Brito Capello, 1864 (19), the velvet belly lanternshark

Etmopterus spinax Linnaeus, 1758 (20) and the Blackmouth

catshark G. melastomus (80). Of course, this result should be

taken with caution since the low number of available sequences

for Atlantic areas. Further analyses are indeed needed in order

to clarify if there would be a genetic differentiation within the

Atlantic populations and, eventually, to set the potential boundaries

position between them.

Our analyses also highlighted that the divergence between the

Atlantic/Mediterranean stocks occurred during the Sicilian faunal

age when shifts in sea level may have hampered the migration of C.

monstrosa across the strait of Gibraltar. Since a specific molecular

clock is not currently available for Holocephali, the divergence time

between Mediterranean and Atlantic populations of C. monstrosa

was estimated by applying both the faster fish control region

mutation rate and the slower mutation rate for elasmobranchs. The

faster molecular clock indicated that the separation between the

two populations happened shortly before the end of the Riss glacial

period (130.000–250.000 B.P.), whereas the slower clock dated

the divergence at the end of the Mindel glacial period (300.000–

455.000 B.P.). Hence, the time-calibrated phylogeny suggested that

the split occurred toward the end of the Middle Pleistocene. Of

course, our dating is only indicative; in fact, to obtain a dating

as accurate as possible, it is necessary to be able to specifically

calculate the mutation rate of the analyzed molecular marker for

the studied species.

The Pleistocene was characterized by cycles of glacial and

interglacial periods, with remarkable climatic fluctuations and

severe sea-level changes (81). In the Mediterranean Sea, the

oscillation of the sea level during the Pleistocene affected its

hydraulic connectivity with the Northeast Atlantic, by reducing

water flow regimes between the two basins during glacial periods

(78). This phenomenon may have limited the migration of

rabbit fish across the Strait of Gibraltar, thus favoring genetic

differentiation (82, 83). The Pleistocene was indeed a period of

intense and periodic ice ages followed by warm interglacial periods

which could have favored vicariance and population structure (19,

20, 77, 83). This populations structuring may have beenmaintained

because of the presence of hydrographic fronts that restrict gene

flow (84, 85) and/or also because the Strait of Gibraltar may act as

a physical barrier to the movement of deep-water species due to its

shallow bathymetry (6, 19, 20, 86). Besides the Strait of Gibraltar,

Almeria-Oran-Front (AOF) could play a role in limiting gene

flow between Mediterranean and Atlantic populations of marine

organisms (6, 84), especially those with a pelagic early life stage,

due to reductions in the passive movement of pelagic eggs or

larvae (84). However, C. monstrosa is a viviparous organism and

thus it is less likely that the AOF could have affected the active
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dispersal of its deep dwelling juveniles. The Strait of Gibraltar is

more likely to be involved in restricting the adult migration of

deep-sea species without a pelagic early life stage, like the rabbit

fish (6, 87). Differences on both sides of the Gibraltar Strait have

been detected in populations of deep-sea elasmobranchs such as

C. coelolepis (19), C. mediterraneus (6), E. spinax (20), but also in

deep-sea bony fishes such as Brosme brosme (88), Coryphaenoides

rupestris (89).

All the populations were characterized by low nucleotide

diversity values (0.00094–0.00670), in addition to high values

of haplotype diversity (0.400–0.803), suggesting an expansion in

the past after a period of low effective population size caused

by genetic drift (90). Further evidence for population growth

have been suggested by the significant negative Tajima’s D and

Fu’s Fs values and non-significant positive Hri and SSD values

for most of the populations, which indicate an excess of new

mutations concomitant with population growth. The TCS network

also supported the presence of many closely related haplotypes,

with few of them presenting a widespread distribution, whereas

most appeared to be restricted to some areas. The star-shape of

the two main haplogroups further suggested population expansion

in the two basins, in agreement with the demographic analyses.

Furthermore, both molecular clocks used in this study, dated

the demographic expansion of the Mediterranean and Atlantic

populations of C. monstrosa long before the Last Glacial Maximum

(20.000–26.500 B.P.). This seemed to be consistent with other

chondrichthyan species that showed signs of population expansion

during the Middle and Late Pleistocene (from 35.000 to 580.000

B.P.): the Bluntnose sixgill shark, Hexanchus griseus (91), the

thornback ray, Raja clavata (71, 73), the brown ray, Raja miraletus

(73), the Blackmouth catshark, Galeus melastomus (73), the small-

spotted catshark, Scyliorhinus canicula (73), the longnose skate,

Dipturus oxyrinchus (92), and the Mediterranean starry ray Raja

asterias (93). This suggested that the Last Glacial Maximum did not

strongly affect the demographic history of north-eastern Atlantic

andMediterranean species, butmostly their distribution (71, 73, 83,

94). Both Mediterranean and Atlantic populations of C. monstrosa

may have undergone expansion thanks to the presence of potential

refugial areas, where they retreated during the decrease in sea

level which in turn has caused the reduction of the habitat area

of several marine species during glacial phases (95). Such refugia

might have allowed the survival of a few local refugial populations,

which were later able to recolonize previously glaciated areas.

However, the very few sequences available for some areas, especially

in the Atlantic Ocean, and the large credible intervals (95% CI)

around mean estimates of the expansion event suggested that the

timing should be interpreted very carefully. This aspect need to be

further investigated by studying regional population genetics, allelic

diversity and distribution of mtDNA haplotypes in a larger number

of sampling locations, covering a broader geographical area, by

using additional nuclear markers and larger sampling sizes.

5 Conclusion

This study contributed with new data to a relatively limited

literature on the population genetics of this vulnerable deep-sea

species. The differentiation observed between the Atlantic and

Mediterranean rabbit fish populations, as well as the feeble

but significant differentiation within the Western Mediterranean

Sea deserves additional studies, since it could have important

implications for fisheries management. The results, if confirmed by

a larger sampling and new analyses with more molecular markers,

can contribute to the growing recognition that there are important

exceptions to a general paradigm of deep-sea marine species being

connected by high levels of gene-flow and representing single

stocks over very large geographical scales.

It is known that mtDNA markers do not produce a priori

high estimate of gene flow compared to that showed by

hypervariable nuclear markers; thus, further genetic studies based

on microsatellites or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) could

be useful to clarify the level of gene flow within the two geographic

areas and to set the exact position of genetic discontinuity between

the Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean.
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